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Abstract—Story point estimation is a task to estimate the overall effort required to fully implement a product backlog item. Various

estimation approaches (e.g., Planning Poker, Analogy, and expert judgment) are widely-used, yet they are still inaccurate andmay be

subjective, leading to ineffective sprint planning. Recent work proposedDeep-SE, a deep learning-basedAgile story point estimation

approach, yet it is still inaccurate, not transferable to other projects, and not interpretable. In this paper, we proposeGPT2SP, a Transformer-

basedAgile Story Point Estimation approach.Our GPT2SPemploys aGPT-2 pre-trained languagemodel with aGPT-2 Transformer-based

architecture, allowing ourGPT2SPmodels to better capture the relationship amongwordswhile considering the context surrounding a given

word and its position in the sequence and be transferable to other projects, while being interpretable. Through an extensive evaluation on

23,313 issues that span across 16 open-source software projectswith 10 existing baseline approaches for within- and cross-project

scenarios, our results show that ourGPT2SPapproach achieves amedianMAE of 1.16, which is (1) 34%-57%more accurate than existing

baseline approaches for within-project estimations; (2) 39%-49%more accurate than existing baseline approaches for cross-project

estimations. The ablation studyalso shows that theGPT-2 architecture used in our approach substantially improvesDeep-SE by 6%-47%,

highlighting the significant advancement of the AI for Agile story point estimation. Finally, we develop a proof-of-concept tool to help

practitioners better understand themost important words that contributed to the story point estimation of the given issue with the best

supporting examples frompast estimates. Our survey studywith 16 Agile practitioners shows that the story point estimation task is

perceived as an extremely challenging task. In addition, our AI-based story point estimation with explanations is perceived asmore useful

and trustworthy thanwithout explanations, highlighting the practical need of our Explainable AI-based story point estimation approach.

Index Terms—Agile story point estimation, AI for SE, explainable AI

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

“GOOD estimation helps product owners optimize for effi-
ciency and impact.”–an Atlassian manager. [1]

Story point estimation is one of the most difficult task in
Agile. Story points are units of measure for expressing an
estimate of the overall effort required to fully implement a
product backlog item. Typically, story points are estimated
by the team using various approaches based on team con-
sensus, e.g., Planning Poker, Analogy, and expert judgment,
by considering the amount of work, complexity, risk, and
uncertainty. However, Usman et al. [53] point out that the
subjective estimation based on domain experts may intro-
duce bias. Hence, such inaccurate story point estimation
(i.e., overestimate/underestimate) could lead to ineffective

sprint planning, resulting in idle developer time, cost over-
runs, or project failure.

Thus, various Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine
Learning (ML) have been used for story point estimations [7],
[11], [36]. For example, Porru [36] used Bag-of-Words (BoW)
features with various machine learning techniques (e.g., sup-

port vectormachine).However, such Bag-of-Words (BoW) fea-

tures needed to be handcrafted, which is time-consuming.

Recently, Choetkiertikul et al. [7] proposes a Deep-SE

approach, which is an end-to-end deep learning approach for

agile story point estimations. Deep-SE starts from building a

pre-trained language model for generating vector representa-

tions. Then, Deep-SE employs Long Short-Term Memory

(LSTM) with Recurrent Highway Network (RHWN) to auto-

matically learn the distributed representation of words in

order to estimate story points. However, the Deep-SE

approach has the following three limitations.

� First, Deep-SE builds a pre-trained language model
from their own story point datasets for each project.

Such the project-specific pre-training is very time con-

suming (i.e., Deep-SE takes 2-7 hours to build a pre-

trained model for each project), limiting the under-

standing of the languagemodels to the known vocabs

within the trained project, which is not transferable to

other projects (as demonstrated by the inaccurate

cross-project estimations of Deep-SE).
� Second, Deep-SE employs LSTM to learn the embed-

ding vectors generated from the pre-trained models.
Due to the sequential nature of LSTM, the unidirectional
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LSTM only processes words in one direction (i.e., from
left to right). Hence, such LSTMnetworks are not able to
capture the global word dependencies from the current
words to the past words (i.e., from right to left) in a
sequence, limiting the ability to capture the rich seman-
tic meanings and the relationship between the words in
the issue and the story points.

� Finally, the Deep-SE architecture is not yet interpret-
able, preventing researchers and practitioners to
understand what words contribute the most to the
predictions. Such a lack of interpretability often hin-
ders the adoption in software development practi-
ces [7], [9], [48], [49].

In this paper, we propose GPT2SP, a Transformer-based
Agile Story Point Estimation approach to address the three lim-
itations of Deep-SE. First, instead of using word-level tokeniza-

tion, we employ a byte-pair-encoding subword tokenization to

split rare words into subword units, reducing the vocabulary

size by 73% (from 186,625 vocabs to 50,257 vocabs). Second,

instead of using project-specific pre-trained models, we

employed a GPT-2 language model, allowing our GPT2SP

approach to generatemoremeaningful vectors for any projects.

Third, instead of using LSTM networks, we employ the GPT-2

architecture [38]with amaskedmulti-head self-attentionmech-

anism [54], allowingourGPT2SP approach to better capture the

relationship among words while considering the context sur-

rounding a givenword and its position in the sequence.
Finally, we evaluate our approach using Mean Absolute

Error and compare with other existing nine baseline
approaches (i.e., Deep-SE [7], LSTM+RF, LSTM+SVM, LSTM
+ATLM, LSTM+LR, Doc2Vec+RF, BoW+RF, Mean, and
Median) for within-project scenarios. We then compare our
approach with Deep-SE and Analogy-based Estimation
(ABE0) for cross-project scenarios. Through an extensive eval-
uation of our approach on 23,313 issues that span across 16
open-source software projects, we address the following three
research questions:

(RQ1) Does our GPT2SP outperform Deep-SE for within-project
scenarios?

Results. Wefind that ourGPT2SPachieves amedian
MAE of 1.16, which is 34%-57% significantly more
accurate than the existing nine baseline approaches.
The ScottKnott ESD test also confirms that ourGPT2SP
is the only approach that appeared in Rank-1, indicat-
ing that our GPT2SP models statistically outperform
other existing baseline approacheswith non-negligible
difference for within-project evaluations.

(RQ2) Does our GPT2SP outperform Deep-SE for cross-project
scenarios?

Results. We find that, regardless of the used train-
ing set from within-repository or cross-repository,
our GPT2SP is still the most accurate for cross-proj-
ect estimations when compared with the Deep-SE
and ABE0 (Analogy-based Estimation). In particular,
our GPT2SPachieves a median MAE of 2.14, which is
more accurate than than Deep-SE by 39% and ABE0
by 49% for cross-repository evaluations, highlighting

the benefits of using GPT-2 language models to learn
the distributed representations of words in a broader
context than the Deep-SE language models.

(RQ3) What are the contributions of the components of GPT2SP?
Results. We find that the Transformer architecture

used in our GPT2SP substantially improves the MAE
of Deep-SE by 6% to 47%, highlighting the substantial
benefits of using the Transformer architecture for
Agile story point estimation. On the other hands, the
choice of subword tokenization algorithms have little
impact on the MAE. Nevertheless, BPE is still the best
subword toknization algorithm for our GPT2SP.

These results lead us to conclude that our GPT2SP is the
most accurate agile story point estimation techniques when
compared to the existing ten baseline approaches (including
Deep-SE [7]), highlighting the significant advancement of
the AI for Agile story point estimation.

Survey Study. To help practitioners better understand the
story point estimation from our GPT2SP models, we develop
a proof-of-concept web-based Agile story point estimation
tool. Taking an issue as input, our GPT2SP tool estimates a
story point; highlights the most important word that contrib-
uted to the story point estimation of the given issue; and pro-
vides supporting examples from the training set of the same
project. Our survey study with 16 Agile practitioners indi-
cates that the story point estimation task is perceived as an
extremely challenging task. In addition, our AI-based story
point estimation with explanations is perceived as more use-
ful and trustworthy than without explanations, highlighting
the practical need of our Explainable AI-based story point
estimation. Our model inspection analysis shows that our
GPT2SP can uncover 20% supporting examples in the training
that have the same important token and the same story points,
indicating that our GPT2SP is able to learn the relationship
between issues and story points from the past estimates in
order to correctly estimate a story point for a given issue.

Novelty & Contributions. To the best of our knowledge,
this paper is the first to present:

� A Transformer-based Agile story point estimation
approach (GPT2SP).

� An extensive evaluation of 23,313 issues with exist-
ing nine baseline approaches (including Deep-SE [7])
for both within-project and cross-project evaluation
scenarios.

� An ablation study to quantify the contributions of
the two components (i.e., BPE and Transformer)
used in our GPT2SP.

� A proof-of-concept web-based Agile story point esti-
mation tool (URL: https://share.streamlit.io/awsm-
research/gpt2sp_webapp/main/app.py).

Open Science. To facilitate futurework,we publish the stud-
ied dataset, scripts, and experimental results (e.g., raw predic-
tions) inGitHub (https://github.com/awsm-research/gpt2sp).

2 BACKGROUND

Agile is an iterative development process which consists of
fourmain steps, i.e., (1) product backlog refinement, (2) sprint
planning, (3) sprint executing, and (4) sprint delivering. At
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the beginning, product owners collect software requirements
from customer representatives in the form of a list of work
items to develop the software (aka a product backlog). In the
first step of the product backlog refinement, the team reviews
and refines the work items in the product backlog. Since some
work items may be large (e.g., Epics which describes a high-
level overview of a feature), the team performs work break-
downs by creating a set of smaller work items (aka stories or
work items). Then, the team estimates the effort required to
complete work items and prioritizes them. Finally, the team
performs a sprint planning, defines the sprint goal, deter-
mines the team capacity, selects work items according to their
capacity into a sprint backlog, and executes the sprint in a
short iteration in order to deliver aworking product [3].

Story Points (SP) are estimates of relative effort of a work
item.Work items are often called as issue in JIRA issue tracking
systems. Typically, story points are estimated by the teamusing
various approaches based on team consensus, e.g., Planning
Poker, Analogy, and expert judgment [52], by considering the
amount of work, complexity, risk, and uncertainty. However,
Usman et al. [53] point out that the subjective estimation based
on domain experts’ experience may introduce bias. Hence,
such inaccurate story point estimation (i.e., overestimate/
underestimate could lead to ineffective sprint planning, result-
ing in idle developer time, loss of productivity, cost overruns,
project failure, customer dissatisfaction, and loss of business.

Recently, Choetkiertikul et al. [7] propose Deep-SE, an
end-to-end DL-based approach for Agile Story Point Esti-
mation. They evaluate the model on both within-project
and cross-project scenarios where the training data and test-
ing data are from two different projects.

Deep-SE is evaluated using 23,313 issues (aka work items)
from 16 open source projects that use JIRA issue tracking.
Each issue typically has a title and a description, and a story
point associated with that issue. Fig. 1 provides an example
JIRA issue with an associated story point. Given an issue,
Deep-SE automatically learns semantic features which repre-
sent the meaning of issues using a deep learning architecture,
i.e., Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Recurrent High-
way Network (RHWN). Their experiments show that Deep-
SE achieves an average Mean Absolute Error of 2.08, which
outperforms other ML-based approaches (i.e., LSTM+RF,
BoW+RF, Doc2Vec+RF, TFIDF+SVM[36]) and simple base-
lines. Deep-SE consists of four steps:

Step 1: Word-Embedding.Words in issue reports written in
natural languages often have their own semantic meanings,
yet they are hard to represent.

Thus, Deep-SE learns the distributed representation of
words by building a pre-trained language model in an
unsupervised manner using an unlabeled corpora of
domain specific data (e.g., issue reports). To do so, they first
combine the title and description of an issue report into a
single textual document where the title is followed by the
description. Each word in an issue report is represented as a
low dimensional, continuous and real-valued vector.

Step 2: Document Representation using LSTM. Since a docu-
ment consists of a sequence of words, Deep-SE employs a
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) unit, which is a special
variant of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). Then, the
LSTM generates a sequence of state vectors, which are then
pooled to form a document-level vector.

Step 3: Deep Representation using RHWN. To prevent overfit-
ting, Deep-SE employs a Recurrent Highway Network
(RHWN) to transform the document vector multiple times
before generating afinal vectorwhich represents thedocument.

Step 4: Regressor. Finally, Deep-SE takes the document
vector as input into a linear activation function in a feedfor-
ward neural network to estimate a story point.

3 THE GPT2SPARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present the GPT2SP architecture, which is
a GPT-2 Transformer-based Agile Story Point Estimator.
Fig. 2 presents an overview of our GPT2SP Architecture.

Overview. Given an issue report, in Step �1 , we perform
subword tokentization using a byte-pairs encoding (BPE)
approach based on a GPT-2 pre-trained language model in
order to produce subword-tokenized issues (i.e., a list of
subwords for each issue). In Step �2 , we build a GPT2SP
model based on a GPT-2 architecture. For each subword-
tokenized issue, in Step �2a, GPT2SPperforms a word & posi-
tional encoding in order to generate an embedding vector of
each word and its position in the issue. Then, in Step �2b, the
vector is fed into the GPT-2 architecture, which is a stack of
12 Transformer decoder blocks. Each decoder consists of a
masked multi-head self-attention and a feed forward neural
network. Then, the output vector is fed into a Multi-Layer
Perceptron in order to estimate the story point of the given
issue. Below, we describe the details in each step.

3.1 Subword Tokenization

Tokenization is an important step in natural language proc-
essing, aiming to breaking unstructured data and natural
language text into chunks of information that can be consid-
ered as discrete elements. There exist three main granularity
levels of tokenization approaches, i.e, words, subwords, and
characters. In the prior work [7], Deep-SE used word-level
tokenization (i.e., breaking a sentence into words). How-
ever, the word-level tokenization will produce an extremely
large corpus of vocabularies (i.e, there are 185,625 unique
words in the Deep-SE corpus), limiting the ability of the
Deep-SE approach to generate meaningful representation of
words. With this limitation, Deep-SE can only generate a
vector representation of vocab in the training dataset, but
not for a new vocab that hasn’t been learned before.
Although character-level tokenization can address the open
vocabulary problem, each character lacks of meaning, and

Fig. 1. An example JIRA issue with an associated story point.
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increases the input computation, limits network choices due
to excessively large input sequences.

To address this limitation, we perform a subword tokeni-
zation using a Byte-Pair-Encoding (BPE) algorithm [12], [44].
Subword tokenization will preserve the commonwords (i.e.,
will not split the common words into smaller subwords),
but only split rare words into meaningful subwords.
For example, the title of the given issue (see Fig. 1) is
“ExpressionExecutionException when element ...”. Thus,
this title will be split into a list of subwords, i.e., [”Exp”,
”ression”, ”Exec”, ”ution”, ”Exception”, ”when”, ”element”,
...]. Since ’ExpressionExecutionException’ is a rare word, it is
split into four subwords. On the other hands, other common
words are preserved to the original form (e.g., when, ele-
ment). Below, we briefly describe the BPE algorithm [44].

BPE performs two main steps: �1a generating merge oper-
ations, and �1b applying merge operations based on the sub-
word vocabularies. Merge operations are used to determine
how a word should be split. To generate merge operations,
in Step �1a, BPE will first split all words into characters
sequences. Then, BPE generates a merge operation by iden-
tifying the most frequent symbol pair (e.g., the pair of two
consecutive characters) that should be merged into a new
symbol.

In this paper, we use the merge operations and the sub-
word vocabularies generated from the GPT-2 corpus (i.e., a
massive 40GB of 8 million web pages) for pre-training the
GPT-2 language model. Different from prior work [7], BPE
used by our GPT2SP approach substantially reduces the
vocab size by 73% (i.e., from 185,625 vocabs to 50,257 vocabs).

3.2 Model Building

Issues are written in natural language, which heavily relies
on context and the position of each word in a sentence.
Hence, it is important to capture the word dependencies
within the issues, especially, for learning issues for estimat-
ing story points. Let’s consider the example issue in Fig. 1
with the title “ExpressionExecutionException when element
that expects a DW starts with space”. This issue title is about
an exception was thrown when something unexpected hap-
pens. In particular, the word “element” is related to the
“Exception”, while the word “expect” is related to “DW”,
and the word “start” is related to “space”. Yet, the under-
standing of such complex and context dependent issue titles
is a challenging problem of AI for story point estimations.

Previously, Deep-SE builds a pre-trained language
model for each project to generate a vector representation of

each word, limiting the understanding of the language
models to the known vocabs within the trained project and
limiting the transferability of Deep-SE that learned from
one project to other projects. Then, Deep-SE employs LSTM
to learn the vector representation. Due to the sequential
nature of LSTM, the unidirectional LSTM only processes
words in one direction (i.e., from left to right). Hence, it is
not able to capture the global word dependencies from the
current words to the past words (i.e., from right to left) in a
sequence, limiting the ability to capture the rich semantic
meanings and the relationship between the words in the
issue and the story points.

To address these limitations of Deep-SE [7], we use a
GPT-2 language model to generate a vector representation
of each token. The GPT-2 language model is a foundation
model that is pre-trained on broad data at scale which can
be adapted (e.g., fine-tuned) to a wide range of downstream
tasks [6]. The GPT-2 language model is pre-trained from a
massive 40GB of 8 million web pages in an unsupervised
fashion (i.e., without labels), allowing our GPT2SP approach
to better capture the relationship among words and gener-
ate more meaningful vectors for any projects. Due to the
nature of the foundation model, our GPT2SP approach is
transferable to other projects without the need to build a
pre-trained language model for every project like Deep-SE
(i.e., Deep-SE takes 2-7 hours to build a pre-training model
for each project).

Generally, our GPT2SP model building consists of 3
parts: word & positional encoding, a stack of 12 decoder-
only Transformer blocks, and a fully-connected layer of
multi-layer perceptron.

�2a Word & Positional Encoding. The goal of this step is to
generate encoding vectors that capture the semantic mean-
ing of the word and its position in the input sequence. To
do so, for each word in a subword-tokenized issue, we gen-
erate two vectors: (1) a word encoding vector to represent
the meaningful relationship between a given word and the
other tokens and (2) the positional encoding vector to repre-
sent the position of a given token in the input sequence. The
token encoding vectors are generated according to the word
embedding matrix W

jV j�d
te where jV j is the vocabulary size

and d is an embedding size. The positional encoding vectors
are generated according to the positional embedding matrix
Wc�d

pe where c is the context size and d is the embedding
size. Then, both the word encoding vector and the posi-
tional encoding vector are concatenated in order to produce
an encoding vector into our GPT2SP.

Fig. 2. An overview architecture of our GPT2SP.
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�2b A Stack of 12 Decoder-only Transformer Blocks. In this
Step, the encoding vectors are fed into a stack of 12
decoder-only Transformer blocks (i.e., the GPT-2 architec-
ture [38]). Each decoder block consists of two components,
i.e., a masked multi-head self-attention [54] and a fully-con-
nected feed-forward neural network. Below, we briefly
describe the masked multi-head self-attention and the feed-
forward neural network.

The masked multi-head self-attention [38] is used to com-
pute an attention weight of each word, producing an atten-
tion vector which will be used in the Decoder block to
indicate which words that the Transformer model should
pay attention to. Generally, the masked self-attention mech-
anism is used to obtain global dependencies where the (self-
attention) weights are indicative of how each word of the
sequence is influenced by all the other words in the
sequence without attending the subsequent positions
(masked), allowing our GPT2SP approach to capture depen-
dencies between every word which leads to more meaning-
ful representation.

The self-attention mechanism [54] employs a concept of
information retrieval (i.e., computing the relevant scores of
other words in the sequence based on a given word). The
self-attention mechanism consists of three main compo-
nents, i.e., Query (Q), Key (K), and Value (V ). The Query is
a representation of the current word used to score against
all the other words (using their Keys), while the Key vectors
are labels for all the other words in the sequence that are
used to search for relevant words, and the Value vectors are
vectors after multiplying them by their associated score
(i.e., dot product followed by softmax) using the following
calculation: AttentionðQ;K; V Þ ¼ softmaxð QKffiffiffiffi

dk
p ÞV .

Amulti-headmechanism is used to jointly attend to parts of
the sequence differently in parallel in order to capture richer
semantic meanings of the input sequence. The multi-head
mechanism can be described as the following calculation:
MultiHeadðQ;K;V Þ ¼ Concatðhead1; . . . ; headhÞWO, where
headi = AttentionðQWQ

i , KWK
i , VW

V
i ), where WO is used to

linearly project to the expected dimension before being sent to

a fully connected neural network. Finally, the vectors are fed
into a fully-connected feed-forward neural network.

�2c Multi-Layer Perceptron Regressor. Since GPT-2 is mainly
designed for text generation tasks (e.g., Text!Text), the
original GPT-2 architecture is not directly applicable to our
story point estimation task (i.e., Text!Number). Instead of
using a single linear layer to predict the probabilities of the
next word, we modify the last layer of GPT-2 to a 3-layer
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) regressor to estimate the
story point for a given input issue. The predicted function is
applied to map the input features to the output target (i.e.,
story point), which can be expressed as follows: ŷðXÞ ¼
bþPM

i¼1 wi, where M is the number of hidden nodes, b is
the bias of the output node, and wi represents the connec-
tion weights of output node to ith node in the hidden layer.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we present the motivation of our three
research questions, our studied datasets, our model imple-
mentation, our hyperparameter settings, our evaluation
measure, and our statistical analysis.

4.1 Research Questions

To evaluate our GPT2SP, we formulate the following three
research questions.

(RQ1) Does our GPT2SP outperform Deep-SE for within-proj-
ect scenarios? Story point estimation is known to be specific to
teams and projects. Choetkiertikul et al. [7] propose Deep-SE,
a state-of-the-art deep learning approach for story point esti-
mation, yet their approach is still inaccurate. Thus, we pro-
pose our GPT2SPto address the limitations of Deep-SE.
Hence,we formulate this RQ to evaluatewhetherGPT2SPout-
performsDeep-SE for within-project estimation scenarios.

(RQ2) Does our GPT2SP outperform Deep-SE for cross-project
scenarios? At the beginning of new Agile software develop-
ment projects, story point estimation may be a difficult task
for Agile practitioners due to lack of shared knowledge. Simi-
larly, AI/ML approaches for story point estimation may also

TABLE 1
The Descriptive Statistics of the Story Point Datasets Provided by Choetkiertikul et al. [7]

Repository Project #Issues SPmin SPmax SPmean SPmedian SPvar SPstd

Apache Mesos 1,680 1 40 3.09 3 5.87 2.42
Usergrid 482 1 8 2.85 3 1.97 1.4

Appcelerator Appcelerator Studio 2,919 1 40 5.64 5 11.07 3.33
Aptana Studio 829 1 40 8.02 8 35.46 5.95

Titanium SDK / CLI 2,251 1 34 6.32 5 25.97 5.1
Dura Space DuraCloud 666 1 16 2.13 1 4.12 2.03
Atlassian Bamboo 521 1 20 2.42 2 4.6 2.14

Clover 384 1 40 4.59 2 42.95 6.55
JIRA Software 352 1 20 4.43 3 12.35 3.51

Moodle Moodle 1,166 1 100 15.54 8 468.53 21.65
Lsstcorp Data Management 4,667 1 100 9.57 4 275.71 16.61
Mulesoft Mule 889 1 21 5.08 5 12.24 3.5

Mule Studio 732 1 34 6.4 5 29.01 5.39
Spring Spring XD 3,526 1 40 3.7 3 10.42 3.23
Talendforge Talend Data Quality 1,381 1 40 5.92 5 26.96 5.19

Talend ESB 868 1 13 2.16 2 2.24 1.5
TOTAL 23,313
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be not accurate due to lack of training data. One common
approach to address this issue is to perform a cross-project
estimation, i.e., the model is trained on one source project,
while applying it to another target project. Hence, we formu-
late this RQ to evaluate whether GPT2SPoutperforms Deep-
SE for cross-project estimation scenarios.

(RQ3) What are the contributions of the components of
GPT2SP? The architecture of our GPT2SPconsists of 2 major
components (BPEGPT2+GPT2), which is different from the
Deep-SE architecture (WordEmb+LSTM+RHWN). Yet, little
is known about how does each component of our approach
contribute to the story point estimations. Hence, we formu-
late this RQ to empirically evaluate the contribution of each
component of our GPT2SP.

4.2 Studied Datasets

To establish a fair comparison of our GPT2SP with the state-
of-the-art Deep-SE approach, we use the same benchmark
datasets provided by Choetkiertikul et al. [7]. They collect
the dataset from JIRA, one of the few widely-used issue
tracking systems that supports agile software development
including the story point estimation with its JIRA Agile
plugin. For each project, issues and related key information
(i.e., issue ID, title, descriptions, and story points) are col-
lected by Choetkiertikul et al.through JIRA REST API up
until August 8, 2016. Table 1 describes the statistic of the
datasets. Ultimately, we conduct our experiments with
23,313 issues from 16 different projects.

4.3 Model Implementation

To build our GPT2SP model, we mainly use two Python
libraries, i.e., Transformers developed by HuggingFace [56]
and PyTorch [30]. The Transformers library provides API
access to the Transformer-based model architectures, while
the PyTorch library supports the computation during the
training (e.g., back-propagation and parameter optimiza-
tion). To construct the GPT2SP models, we use the GPT-2
tokenizer based on the GPT-2 corpus provided by Trans-
formers and build our custom GPT-2 architecture on top of
the pre-trained GPT-2 model [39]. We use the training set to
build GPT2SPmodels using an NVIDIA RTX 3090 graphic
card. The model training time varies from 3 to 39 seconds
for each project (see Table 4 in Appendix, which can be
found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://
doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TSE.2022.3158252).
Similar to any deep learning models, GPT-2 model involves
various hyper-parameters. Thus, the learning process is
achieved through the optimization process of finding the
best set of hyper-parameters u that minimizes the loss func-
tion LðuÞ of the validation set (not the testing set). The L1
loss function LðuÞ is used to minimize the error of our
GPT2SP models, which is the sum of the all the absolute dif-
ferences between the true value and the predicted value
(LðuÞ ¼ S

n
i¼1jytrue � ypredictedj). We use an AdamW opti-

mizer [26] with a learning rate (LR) of 5e� 4 to prevent
over-fitting in the training process. The AdamW optimizer
is a enhanced version of the Adam optimizer [21] with
weight decay regularization, which is used to minimize the
loss function, since it has been shown to be computationally
efficient and require low memory consumption. Finally, we

also use back-propagation, a simple implementation of the
chain rule of partial derivatives, to efficiently update the
parameters during the training process.

4.4 Hyper-Parameter Settings

Four different versions of GPT-2 have been proposed [38],
[39]: small, medium, large, and xl. These variants differ in
terms of the number of layers, the number of hidden states,
the number of heads, and the number of total parameters.
For example, the GPT-2small has 117 million parameters,
while the GPT-2xl has 1.5 billion parameters. Prior works
point out that the complex variants of Transformer models
may increase the accuracy, the training complexity also
increases as well due to the increasing number of parame-
ters [28]. Thus, we expect that the results achieved in our
study to be a lower bound for the performance of a GPT-2-
based models. To avoid any excessive computation, we use
the GPT-2small, the smallest version of GPT-2 with the
default hyper parameter settings, i.e., 12-layer, 768-hidden,
12-heads, 117M parameters. The GPT-2small is pre-trained
from a vocabulary size of 50,257. Each word is embedded
into an encoding vector size of 768. Each vector is fed into
the GPT-2small architecture with a stack of 12 blocks of
Transformer decoders (i.e., 12-layer). Each decoder block is
identical with the masked multi-head self-attention mecha-
nism and the feed-forward neural network. For the masked
multi-head self-attention mechanism, the key and value
matrices of all attention mechanisms have an inner dimen-
sion (dkv) of 64. Thus, after the concatenation step, the size
of the attention vectors will be 768 (64�12 heads). Then,
these vectors are fed to the fully-connected feed-forward
neural networks.

4.5 Evaluation Measure

We use Mean Absolute Error (MAE) as our evaluation mea-
sure for both within-project and cross-project experimental
scenarios, which is also used to evaluate DeepSE by Choet-
kiertikul et al. [7]. MAE measures the average magnitude of
the errors in a set of forecasts without considering their
direction. Noted that the goal of this paper is to advance the
state-of-the-art Deep-SE (not random guessing). Thus, other
measures (e.g., MdAE, MMRE, SA) are not selected, since
MdAE (Median Absolute Error) does not capture the outlier
estimations, MMRE is biased towards the under estimation,
and SA (Standardized Accuracy) is relative to the random
guessing [43].

4.6 Statistical Analysis

To evaluate if the accuracy improvement of GPT2SP and
other baselines is statistically significant with non-negligible
effect size, we apply a non-parametric ScottKnott ESD
test [47] instead of the original ScottKnott ESD approach.

The Non-Parametric ScottKnott ESD (NPSK) test is a
multiple comparison approach that leverages a hierarchical
clustering to partition the set of median values of techniques
into statistically distinct groups with non-negligible differ-
ence. The NPSK test produces the ranking of treatment
means while ensuring that (1) the magnitude of the differ-
ence for all of the treatments in each group is negligible;
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and (2) the magnitude of the difference of treatments
between groups is non-negligible.

The NPSK test is used to avoid any spurious results
when the distributions do not meet the basic ANOVA
assumptions of the original ScottKnott test (i.e., the normal-
ity of the distributions, the homogeneity of variances, and
the minimum sample size). Therefore, the NPSK test is
more appropriate to determine the statistical significance of
the accuracy improvement of GPT2SP and other baselines
as it does not require the assumptions of normal distribu-
tions, homogeneous distributions, and the minimum sam-
ple size. The NPSK test is made up of 2 steps:

1) (Step 1) Find a partition that maximizes the median of
each distribution between groups. First, the distribution
is sorted by the median value of the distributions.
The Kruskal Chisq statistic is computed to identify a
partition that maximizes the median values between
groups. The Kruskal Chisq test is a non-parametric
test, which does not require data normality and data
heterogeneity assumptions.

2) (Step 2) Split into two groups or merging into one group.
The magnitude of the difference for each pair for all of
the treatment medians of the two groups is analyzed.
If there is any one pair of treatment medians of two
groups are non-negligible, the two groups are split,
otherwise, the two groups are merged into one group.
Then, the Cliff jdj effect size is used to estimate the
effect size of the difference between the twomedians.

We used the implementation of the Non-Parametric
ScottKnott ESD test from the ScottKnott ESD R package
(Version 3.0).

5 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS

(RQ1) Does Our GPT2SP Outperform Deep-SE for Within-Proj-
ect Scenarios?

Approach. To address this RQ, we focus on within-project
evaluation. Within-project evaluation is a scenario where
models are trained and test on the dataset from one single
project. To ensure that the within-project evaluation is real-
istic, the dataset is sorted in a chronological order for each
project. To ensure a fair comparison with Deep-SE and
avoid any temporal validation bias, the dataset of each proj-
ect is split into three sets: training (60%), validation (20%),
and testing (20%). The data split follows the temporal
requirement where the training data came first followed by
the validation data, and the testing data is the most recent
data. This ensures that new issues in the testing set will not
be used for training, and the past issues in the training set
will not be used for testing. For each project, the
GPT2SPmodels are trained on the training set, while the
testing set is used to evaluate using the MAE measure. We
apply the within-project evaluation scenario to each of the
16 different datasets. Then, for each dataset, we measure the
MAE based on the model with the best hyper-parameter set-
ting that achieves the lowest loss value. Note that the loss
value is computed based on the validation data, while the
MAE is measured based on the testing data.

Then, we compare our GPT2SP with nine existing baseline
approaches, i.e., Deep-SE [7], LSTM+RF, LSTM+SVM, LSTM

+ATLM, LSTM+LR, Doc2Vec+RF, BoW+RF, Mean, and
Median. Similar to Choetkiertikul et al. [7], LSTM is used to
generate a vector representation, then is fed into four ML tech-
niques (i.e., Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, Auto-
matically Transform Linear Models, Linear Regression). In
addition, two additional feature representations are also used
(i.e., Doc2Vec and Bag-of-Words) to generate a vector repre-
sentation. Mean and Median Effort estimations are the mean
or median story points of the past issues in the training set to
estimate the story points of the target issue. [7], [45]. Finally, to
quantify the magnitude of improvement for our GPT2SP with
the nine baseline approaches, we compute a percentage
improvement of the MAE using the following calculation:

ðMAEbaseline�MAEourÞ�100%

MAEbaseline
. Then, we apply a non-paramet-

ric ScottKnott ESD test to statistically rank the MAE distribu-
tions of ourGPT2SP and the nine baseline approaches.

Results. Fig. 3 presents the percentage improvement of the
MAE between our GPT2SP and the nine baseline approaches,
while Fig. 4 presents the ranking of our GPT2SP and the nine

Fig. 3. (RQ1) The percentage improvement of the MAE between our
GPT2SP and the nine baseline comparisons for within-project estimation
scenarios.

Fig. 4. (RQ1) The ranking of our GPT2SP and the nine baseline compar-
isons for within-project estimation scenarios. (&) Lower Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) = Better.
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baseline approaches for within-project estimation scenarios.
Each data point represents theMAE of each studied project.

Our GPT2SP achieves a median MAE of 1.16, which is 34%-
57% significantly more accurate than the existing nine baseline
approaches. Fig. 3 shows that our GPT2SPis 6%(Clover)-47%
(Talend Data Quality) more accurate than Deep-SE and
38%-75% than the Mean baseline among the studied proj-
ects. In addition, Fig. 4 shows that our GPT2SP models are
the most accurate for agile story point estimation. Accord-
ing to the non-parametric ScottKnott ESD ranking (see
Fig. 4), our GPT2SP is the only approach that appeared in
Rank-1, while Deep-SE appears in Rank-2 where the other 8
baseline approaches appear in Rank-3 to Rank-5, indicating
that our GPT2SP models statistically outperform other exist-
ing baseline approaches with non-negligible difference for
within-project evaluations. These results highlight the sig-
nificant advancement of our GPT2SP approach over the
state-of-the-art Agile story point estimation models.

RQ2) Does Our GPT2SP Outperform Deep-SE for Cross-
Project Scenarios?

Approach. To address this RQ, we focus on cross-project
evaluation. Cross-project evaluation is a scenario where mod-
els are trained from one project and test on another project.

Similar to Choetkiertikul et al. [7], we focus on cross-reposito-
ries and within-repositories. For cross-repository evaluation,
models are trained from a project in a repository, and tested on

another project in the other repositories. For within-repository
evaluation, models are trained from a project in a repository,

and tested on another project within the same repository. For
each project, the GPT2SPmodels are trained on the training set,

while the testing set is used to evaluate using the MAE mea-
sure. To ensure a fair comparison, we use the same target proj-

ect as Choetkiertikul et al. [7] for both cross-repository and
within-repository evaluation scenarios Then, we compare our

GPT2SP with Deep-SE [7] and Analogy-based estimation
(ABE0) [19], [23], [24], [25]. The ABE0 estimates a story point of
an issue in the target project based on the mean of story points

of the k-nearest issues (k=3) from the source project. Similar to
RQ1, we compute a percentage improvement of the MAE

using the following calculation:
ðMAEbaseline�MAEourÞ�100%

MAEbaseline
.

Then, we apply a non-parametric ScottKnott ESD test to statis-
tically rank the MAE distributions of our GPT2SP and the two

baseline approaches.
Results. Fig. 5 presents the ranking of our GPT2SP and

the two baseline approaches for cross-project estimation
scenarios. Each data point represents the MAE of each stud-
ied project.

Regardless of the used training set from within-repository or
cross-repository, our GPT2SP is still the most accurate for cross-
project estimations when compared to Deep-SE and ABE0. For
cross-repository evaluations, our GPT2SPachieves a median
MAE of 2.14, which is more accurate than than Deep-SE by
39% and ABE0 by 49%. We find that Deep-SE achieves a
median MAE of 3.5, while ABE0 achieves a median MAE of
4.2. In particular, the improvement of our GPT2SP varies
from 23% (Talend Data Quality !Aptana Studio) to 59%
(Appcelerator Studio!Mule Studio). According to the non-
parametric ScottKnott ESD ranking (see Fig. 5), our GPT2SP
is the only approach that appears in Rank-1, while Deep-SE

appears in Rank-2 and ABE0 appears in Rank-3, indicating
that our GPT2SP statistically outperforms the other two
baseline approaches with non-negligible difference for
cross-repository evaluations.

The substantial improvement for cross-project estimation
scenarios has to do with the use of GPT-2 pre-trained lan-
guage models, highlighting the benefits of using GPT-2 lan-
guage models to learn the distributed representations of
words in a broader context than the Deep-SE project-specific
pre-trained language models. In contrast, Deep-SE builds a
pre-trained language model for each project to generate a
vector representation of each word, limiting the under-
standing of the language models to the known words within
the trained project and limiting the transferability of Deep-
SE that learns from one project to other projects.

For within-repository evaluations, our GPT2SPis compa-
rable to Deep-SE and ABE0. We find that GPT2SPachieves a
median MAE of 2.4 (Rank-1), Deep-SE achieves a median
MAE of 2.53 (Rank-1), while ABE0 achieves a median MAE
of 2.82 (Rank-2). Despite the comparable performance, we
find that GPT2SPoutperforms Deep-SE for 62.5% (58) of the
within-repository evaluations. In particular, the improve-
ment of our GPT2SP varies from 3% (Mule Studio!Mule)
to 46% (Mesos!Usergrid).

RQ3) What are the Contributions of the Components of
GPT2SP?

Approach. To address this RQ, we conduct an ablation
study by examining the MAE of our GPT2SP when each
component is varied. We consider the two major compo-
nents of our GPT2SP, i.e., the BPE subword tokenization and
the GPT-2 architecture. To better understand the contribu-
tion of the BPE subword tokenization, we keep the GPT-2
architecture, while varying the BPE subword tokenization to
two alternative subword tokenization algorithms, i.e.,
WordPieceSP and SentencePieceSP. To better understand the
contribution of the GPT-2 Transformer, we keep the Word-
Level tokenization (whichwas used in Deep-SE), while vary-
ing the architecture from LSTM+RHWN (used in Deep-SE)
to GPT-2. In total, we compare the MAE of the five different
models across the 16 datasets using the within-project sce-
nario. Similar to RQ1, we measure the MAE based on the

Fig. 5. (RQ2) The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of our GPT2SP compared
to Deep-SE and ABE0 for cross-project estimation scenarios.
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model with the best hyper-parameter setting that achieves
the lowest loss value which is computed based on the valida-
tion data, while the MAE is measured based on the testing
data.

Results. Fig. 6 presents the results of our GPT2SPand the
other possible approaches.

The Transformer architecture used in our GPT2SP substan-
tially improves the MAE of Deep-SE by 6% to 47%. When con-
sidering the different architectures with the same word-
level tokenization (i.e., Word-LevelSP+GPT2 and Word-
LevelSP+LSTM+ RHWNDeep�SE), we observe that the MAE
of Deep-SE is substantially improved by 6% to 47%, with a
median percentage improvement of 34%. This substantial
improvement highlights the benefits of the Transformer
architecture which leverages the masked multi-head self-
attention mechanism. Unlike the Deep-SE approach, their
LSTM unit cannot capture all dependencies because the
accumulated information in the short-term memory cell
needs to be refreshed at each time step. Thus, some informa-
tion may be discard overtime. However, the masked multi-
head self-attention mechanism allows each word in a
sequence to interact with each others equally with a masked
mechanism to prevent the models to attend the subsequent
positions, which better captures the dependencies between
the words and provides richer semantic meanings.

On the other hand, when considering the different sub-
word tokenization algorithms with the same GPT-2 architec-
ture (i.e., BPE+GPT2GPT2SP, WordPieceSP+GPT2, and
SentencePieceSP+GPT2), we observe that different subword
tokenization algorithms achieve little MAE differences. This
finding indicates that, regardless of the subword tokenization
algorithms, the GPT-2 architecture still outperforms the
Deep-SE approach for all of the studied projects. We suspect
that the little impact of the tokenization algorithms has to do
with the different nature of the downstream tasks of the
Transformer models. Recently, researchers raise concerns

that different tokenization approaches have a large impact on
the Transformer models for code generation tasks in SE (e.g.,
NMT-based automated program repairs [10], [16], [18]).
Although BPE subword tokenization is employed in recent
studies [10], [16], [18] to address the open/large vocabulary
problem, our story point estimation is an estimation problem
(Text!Number), which is different from the code generation
tasks (Code!Code). Thus, the little impact of the tokenization
approaches on the story point estimationmodelsmay suggest
that open/large vocabulary problem is not a big concern for
our story point estimation task. Nevertheless, BPE is still the
best tokenization approach for our GPT2SP.

6 A PROOF-OF-CONCEPT EXPLAINABLE AI-BASED

STORY POINT ESTIMATION WITH EXPLANATIONS

AND SUPPORTING EXAMPLES

In this section, we present a proof-of-concept of our explain-
able AI-based story point estimation (called GPT2SP) as a
web-based tool with explanations and supporting examples.
The main purpose of the proof-of-concept is used to conduct
a survey study in order to investigate the challenge of story
point estimation tasks and motivate the need of supporting
explanations for AI-based story point estimation.

6.1 A GPT2SP Tool

To help practitioners better understand the estimation and
promote the adoption of our GPT2SP, we develop a proof-
of-concept web-based story point estimation tool (see
Fig. 7). Taking an issue as input, our tool is designed to
serve three purposes:

Fig. 6. (RQ3) The impact of our GPT2SP models when either of the toke-
nization or the architecture components is changed. This figure shows
that the Transformer architecture substantially improves the MAE of
Deep-SE (Word-LevelSP+LSTM+RHWN!Word-LevelSP+GPT2). On
the other hands, the choice of subword tokenization algorithms have little
impact on the MAE. Nevertheless, BPE is still the best subword tokniza-
tion algorithm for our GPT2SP.

Fig. 7. An example screenshot of our web-based GPT2SP tool (URL:
https://share.streamlit.io/awsm-research/gpt2sp_webapp/main/app.py).
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1) Estimate the story point;
2) Highlight the most important word that contributed

to the story point estimation of the given issue; and
3) Provide supporting examples from the training set of

the same project. Our supporting examples refer to
example issues in the training set of the same project
that contain the most important word with the same
story point.

In particular, we leverage two concepts of Explainable AI
for our GPT2SP tool, i.e., feature-based explanations and
example-based explanations. Feature-based explanations
aim to help practitioners better understand what are the
most important word that contributed to the story point
estimation of the given issue. On the other hand, example-
based explanations extend the concept of case-based reason-
ing [2] by searching for the best supporting examples that
have the same word and the same story point from the
same project.

An Example Usage of our GPT2SP tool. To illustrate an
example usage of our GPT2SP tool, we select an issue
(TIMOB-20252)1 from the Titanium project. The title of
TIMOB-20252 is “Windows: Windows 10 SDK is not detected”.
Once we input this title into our GPT2SP tool, the model
estimates a story point of 5.0. We find that the story point
estimation for this issue is correct based on the actual
ground-truth.

Then, our GPT2SP tool will provide 2 key explanations:
(1) what are the most important word that contributed to
the story point estimation of the given issue; and (2) what
are the best supporting examples from the past estimates.
Our GPT2SP tool shows that “Windows” is the most impor-
tant word that contributes to the story point estimation of
this issue. In addition, our GPT2SP tool also shows the top-3
supporting examples according to the most important word
(i.e., TIMOB-17845,2 TIMOB-17846,3 TIMOB-178474). We
find that these three supporting examples have the word
“Windows” and the same story points, indicating that issues
with similar story points often share similar keywords. In other
words, this highlights that our GPT2SP may help Agile
teams achieve the consistency of story point estimation
based on historical data.

Implementation Details. We develop the web-based
GPT2SP using the Streamlit framework.5 First, we publish
the GPT2SP models on the HuggingFace’s Model Hub [56].
These models will be imported according to the selected
project. Then, our GPT2SP tool will estimate a story point
according a given input. Then, we extract the word attribu-
tion scores from the attention weights of the masked multi-
head self-attention mechanism. The word attribution score
is calculated based on Integrated Gradient, which is an axi-
omatic model interpretability algorithm [46]. We use the
implementation of the Integrated Gradient approach pro-
vided by the transformer-interpret Python library.6 The
word attribution score indicates the contribution of each
word in an issue to the final story point estimate.

Fig. 7 shows an example of highlighted words according
to their attribution scores. The word attribution score varies
from -1 to 1, where the positive ranges indicate the positive
contribution (highlighted in Green), while the negative
ranges indicate the negative contribution (highlighted in
Red). Then, we search for supporting examples from the
past estimates (i.e., issues in the training set of that proj-
ect with the same word and the same story point). In
this example, we find three best supporting examples
from the past estimates (i.e., TIMOB-17845, TIMOB-
17846, TIMOB-17847).

6.2 A Survey Study With Agile Practitioners

The purpose of our survey is to understand the
practitioners’ perceptions of (1) the challenge of the story
point estimation task and (2) the AI-based story point esti-
mation with/without explanations. Similar to Kitchenham
and Pfleeger [22], we conducted our study according to the
following steps: (1) design and develop a survey, (2) recruit
and select participants, and (3) verify data and analyze
data. We explained the detail of each step below.

(Step 1) Design and Develop a Survey.We designed our sur-
vey as a cross-sectional study where participants provided
their responses at one fixed point in time. The survey con-
sists of 10 closed-ended questions and 3 open-ended ques-
tions. For closed-ended questions, we used multiple-choices
question and Likert scale from 1 to 5. Our survey consists of
three parts: preliminary question; AI-based agile story point
estimations; and AI-based agile story point estimations with
explanations.

Part I: Demographics and Challenge. The survey starts with a
question (“Do you have experience working in the context of
Agile Software Development?”) to ensure that our survey
results obtained from the right target participants. Then, the
survey is followed by demographics questions related to roles,
levels of experience, whether the participant estimate story
points, and the degree of challenge of the story point estima-
tion task followed by an open question for the rationale.

Part II: Story point estimation without explanations. The next
part focuses on practitioners’ perceptions on AI-based story
point estimations without explanations. Specifically, we
presented a usage scenario and an example visualization of
an AI-based story point estimation without explanations
using the upper-part visualization of Fig. 7 Then, we asked
two questions, i.e., (“How do you perceive the usefulness of
the AI-based Agile Story Point estimations?”) and (“Do you
trust the AI-based Agile Story Point estimations?”) followed
by an open question for the rationale.

Part III: Story point estimation with explanations. Finally, we
repeated the same questions as Part II, but with explana-
tions using the complete visualization of Fig. 7.

We used Google Form to conduct our survey in an online
setting. Each participant is provided with an explanatory
statement on the landing page that describes the purpose of
the study, why the participant is chosen for this study, pos-
sible benefits and risks, and confidentiality. The survey
takes approximately 10 minutes to complete and is
completely anonymous. Our survey has been rigorously
reviewed and approved by the Monash University Human
Research Ethics Committee (MUHREC ID: 31180).

1. https://jira.appcelerator.org/browse/TIMOB-20252
2. https://jira.appcelerator.org/browse/TIMOB-17845
3. https://jira.appcelerator.org/browse/TIMOB-17846
4. https://jira.appcelerator.org/browse/TIMOB-17847
5. https://streamlit.io/
6. https://github.com/cdpierse/transformers-interpret
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(Step 2) Recruit and Select Participants. We recruited the
practitioners that have software engineering related experi-
ence through LinkedIn and Facebook platforms. We sent a
survey invitation to the target groups via the direct mes-
sage. To ensure that our survey is not biased, we selected
participants from various large companies. Finally, we
obtained a total of 33 responses over a two-weeks period of
recruitment.

(Step 3) Verify Data and Analyze Data. To ensure that our sur-
vey results are derived from the right target participants, we
exclude 17 responses that do not have experience working in
the context of Agile Software Development and do not per-
form story point estimation. To verify the completeness of the
response in our survey (i.e., whether all questions were appro-
priately answered), wemanually review all of the open-ended
questions. Finally, we obtain a set of 16 responses. We present
the results of closed-ended responses in a Likert scale with
stacked bar plots. We manually analyze the responses of the
open-ended questions to better understand the in-depth
insights. Respondent demographics are provided in Appen-
dix, available in the online supplementalmaterial.

6.3 Survey Results

Figure 8 presents the results of our survey study with 16
Agile practitioners.

(Q1) How do practitioners perceive the challenge of the story
point estimation task?

Findings. 38% of the respondents perceived that the story
point estimation task is challenging to extremely challenging due
to various reasons:

� Heterogeneity of team members (R1: Because we need
to estimate story point to match all people in our team.)

� Subjective estimation (R3: It is quite subjective, depend-
ing on team members’ experience.)

� Task familiarity (R3: Some tasks outside of your area are
difficult to estimate how long they should take, comparing
with the tasks you’re familiar with., R8: It is difficult to
know the exact time for the story point, especially for the
task that we haven’t worked on it before.)

� Project size and group size (R10: The larger the project
and group, the more challenging the estimation.)

� Problem description is simplified inappropriately
(R13: Question description (the problem to be solved) is
always too simplistic.)

(Q2) Would AI-based story point estimation with explanations
be more useful and trustworthy than without explanations?

Findings. AI-based story point estimation with explanations
(62% of respondents) is perceived more useful than without
explanations (50% of respondents). Similarly, AI-based story
point estimation with explanations (50% of the respondents)
is perceived more trustworthy than without explanations
(26% of respondents). AI-based story point estimation with
explanations is perceived as more useful and trustworthy
due to the following reasons:

� The existence of supporting explanations (R1: More
trust after seeing supporting information but not fully
trust right now., R12: It looks more sensible with support-
ing explanations and also helps the development to make
his/her own judgement.)

� The knowledge of historical training data (R3: It based
on previous estimation but some outliers might take more
effort than usual so tagging might not be able to help.)

� The supporting explanations make the estimation
more reasonable (R13: It seems more reasonable.)

Fig. 8. (Q1/Q2) A summary of the survey questions and the results obtained from 16 participants.
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� Feel more comfortable to leverage the estimation
with supporting explanations (R8: By knowing where
the suggestion is come from and is the result based on the
related task or not. It make me feel more comfortable to
decide whether to use the predicted story point for that
task or not.)

Summary. Our survey study with 16 Agile practitioners
found that the story point estimation task is perceived as an
extremely challenging task. In addition, our AI-based story
point estimation with explanations is perceived as more
useful and trustworthy than without explanations. Finally,
we found that 69% of the respondents consider adopting
AI-based Agile Story Point Estimations if they are inte-
grated into modern software development tools (e.g., JIRA),
highlighting the practical need of our Explainable AI-based
story point estimation approach.

7 DISCUSSION

Below, we discuss how our work will be beneficial to practi-
tioners and researchers.

Benefits to Practitioners. The primary goal of our GPT2SP
is to augment Agile practitioners in estimating story points
prior to the sprint plannings according to the past estimates
to ensure the consistency among the team members—not to
achieve a fully-automated Agile process. Instead, our GPT2SP
aims to serve as a decision-support system to augment
human-decisionmakings for the story point estimation practi-
ces. Like any socio-technical projects, the Human-AI interac-
tion is still required, meaning that the teammeeting is needed
during the backlog refinement, but our GPT2SP will provide
story point estimations that alignwith past estimates.

Benefits to Researchers. To the best of our knowledge, this
paper is the first to leverage a Transformer architecture for
Agile story point estimations. Our RQ1 and RQ2 show that
our GPT2SP outperforms ten existing baseline approaches,
while our RQ3 shows that the Transformer architecture used
by our GPT2SP yields greatly improves the accuracy of the
story point estimation when compared to the state-of-the-art
Deep-SE. Thus, the customized Transformer architecture for
our regression taskmay be applicable to other SE tasks.

In addition, this paper is the first to leverage the masked
multi-head self-attention mechanism inside the Trans-
former to highlight what words contribute the most to the
estimation, making our GPT2SP approach more interpret-
able than Deep-SE. In addition, we also develop a proof-of-
concept tool to provide the best supporting examples from
past estimates. The supporting examples provided by our
GPT2SP tool could be an example model inspection analysis
for other AI4SE tasks, highlighting a promising research
direction towards Explainable AI for Software Engineering
(XAI4SE), which is still challenging and rarely explored.

8 RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss related work and the difference of
our work with respect to the existing literature.

8.1 Effort Estimation

Effort estimation is proposed to estimate the amount of
effort (e.g., person hours) that is required to complete the

development of software products. Effort estimation is
essential to help teams gain a better understanding of how
much time, effort, and money it will take to deliver software
products that are of value to their organizations. For exam-
ple, Boehm et al. propose a COnstruction COst MOdel
(COCOMO) [5], which is a regression-based approach that
leverages the predefined factors and their relationships
with the estimated effort. The COCOMO model is built
using a series of past projects, therefore, the performance is
limited when facing a new project that has not appeared in
past data. Commeyne et al. [8] propose an approach which
relies on COSMIC Function Points (CFPs) and to estimate
the effort for completing an agile project.

Difference. Different from prior studies in effort estima-
tion which is proposed for traditional software develop-
ment like waterfall, this paper focuses on Agile story point,
which is another proxy of effort measurement in the context
of Agile software development.

8.2 ML-Based Story Point Estimation

ML-based story point estimation is proposed to help teams
to accurately estimate Agile story points for a given work
item by leveraging Machine Learning (ML) techniques. In
particular, Story Point Estimation is formulated as a regres-
sion task to estimate a story point given an input feature
vector. Previously, researchers propose to use various hand-
crafted features (e.g., working hours and developer
skills [11]) for estimating story points with various ML-
based models (e.g., Bayesian network [11], [14], support
vector machine [36]). However, the traditional data collec-
tion of such handcrafted features is still manual and time-
consuming that could potentially hinder the adoption in
practice.

To address the challenge of manual feature engineering
process, Porru et al. [36] use the document frequency
(TFIDF [41]) to extract features from text data with a sup-
port vector machine (SVM) classifier to predict the story
point. As this approach is able to generate feature represen-
tation without manual extraction, such approach needs a
document cleaning process (e.g., eliminating special charac-
ters) and only focuses on the document frequency without
extracting the semantic and syntactic between words, that
could lead to meaningless feature representation.

Difference. Different from prior studies in ML-based story
point estimation, our GPT2SP leverages a Transformer archi-
tecture, which is a deep learning approach, to automatically
learn the semantic of textual features in the issue reports.

8.3 DL-Based Story Point Estimation

Various deep learning-based story point estimation approaches
have been proposed. For example, Panda et al. [29] compare dif-
ferent types of Neural Networks (e.g., General RegressionNeu-
ral Network and Polynomial Neural Network) for story point
estimation. Praynlin et al. [37] leverage Recurrent Neural Net-
work, ELMAN Neural Network, and explore the effectiveness
of using backpropagation algorithm to train a Neural Network
for story point estimation. Marapelli et al. [27] propose an
approach based on RNN and Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN). Choetkiertikul et al. [7] propose an approach based on
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Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) with a Recurrent Highway
Networks (RHWN).

Difference. Different from prior studies that focusmore on
exploring traditional NN and RNN-based models for story
point estimation, our paper is the first to leverage a Trans-
former architecture and the pre-trained language model to
address various limitations of Deep-SE [7]. Our results show
significant performance improvement with non-negligible
effect size. In addition, this paper is the first to leverage the
attention mechanism to provide supporting explanations to
practitioners, as our survey results show that with support-
ing explanations are perceived more useful and more trust-
worthy thanwithout supporting explanations.

8.4 Explainable AI for SE

The explainability of AI models in SE recently becomes a
critical concern, since practitioners often do not trust the
predictions [49], which may hinder the adoption of AI mod-
els for SE in practice. Recently, Explainable AI has been
actively investigated in the domain of defect prediction [48],
[49]. For example, recent works have shown some success-
ful case studies to make defect prediction models more
practical [15], [33], [34], [55], explainable [17], [20], and
actionable [31], [35], [40]. However, these studies only focus
on explaining the traditional ML approaches.

Difference. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is
among the first to leverage the attention mechanism of the
GPT architecture for explaining deep learning-based story
point estimation models. Unlike prior studies, our GPT2SP is
a deep learning approach that is designed to be interpretable
by using the self-attentionmechanism.

8.5 Attention Mechanism as a Model Interpretability
Technique

Deep learning is known to be complex and hardly interpret-
able. Thus, various model-agnostic techniques from the
Explainable AI literature are proposed to explain the predic-
tions of deep learning or machine learning models, which
have been recently adopted in software engineering. For
example, recent studies [17], [20], [31], [33], [35], [40], [55]
leverage a LIMEmodel-agnostic technique [42] for explaining
the predictions of defect prediction models. However, such
model-agnostic techniques are considered as an extrinsic
model-agnostic technique (i.e., a model-agnostic is applied to
explain a black-boxDL/MLmodel after themodel is trained),
not an intrinsic model-agnostic technique (i.e., a DL/ML
model that is interpretable by itself so extrinsic model-agnos-
tic techniques are not needed to apply afterward).

Difference. Different from prior studies, this paper is
among the first attempt to leverage the attention mechanism
to explain the prediction of Transformer-based agile story
point estimation models, highlighting the substantial bene-
fits of the attention mechanism for story point estimation.

9 THREATS TO VALIDITY

In this section, we discuss threats to the validity.
Threats to construct validity relate to the quality of story

point datasets. Prior studies raised concerns that the quality
of datasets may have an impact on the accuracy of machine
learning models, especially, for defect prediction [13], [32],

[50]. In particular, prediction models may be inaccurate if
the ground-truth labels are noisy (e.g., a NASA defect data-
set). Such noisy labels (i.e., a file is labeled as defective or
not) in defect datasets have to do with the use of heuristics
to generate ground-truths data. On the other hand, story
point datasets prepared by Choetkiertikul et al. [7] are
labelled based on actual information provided in the JIRA
issue tracking system, which is not from any heuristics. Based
on our random samples, we do not observe any bias in the
ground-truths. Thus, the quality of story point datasets may
not pose a great risk to our experimental results.

Threats to internal validity relate to the hyperparameter
settings of GPT2SP. Our GPT2SP consists of various hyper-
parameter settings (i.e., number of hidden layers, number
of attention heads, and learning rate). Prior studies raise
concerns that different hyperparameter settings may have
an impact on the evaluation results, especially, for defect
prediction models [47], [51]. However, finding an optimal
hyperparameter setting can be very expensive given a large
search space of the Transformer architecture. Instead, the
goal of our work is not to find the best hyperparameter set-
ting, but to fairly compare the accuracy of our approach
with the existing baseline approaches. Thus, the accuracy
reported in the paper is served as a lower bound of our
approach, which can be even further improve through
hyperparameter optimization. To mitigate this threat, we
report the hyperparameter settings in the replication pack-
age to aid future replication studies.

Threats to the external validity relate to the generalizability
of the accuracy of our GPT2SP approach. The evaluation
results of our GPT2SP are based on the datasets of 23,313
issues provided by Choetkiertikul et al. [7]. Thus, the results
may not be generalized to other datasets and other open-
source or proprietary software projects. Therefore, other
datasets can be explored in future work.

The results of our survey study are limited to 16 Agile
practitioners. Thus, our findings may not be generalized to
other practitioners and companies with different processes,
settings, and cultures. On the other hand, our survey study
with 16 Agile practitioners has shown that our Explainable
AI-based Agile story point tool is useful to some extent.
Thus, a user study with real-world settings is recommended
in future work.

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper,we proposeGPT2SP, a Transformer-basedAgile
Story Point Estimation approach to address the three limita-
tions of Deep-SE. Through an extensive evaluation of our
approach on 23,313 issues that span across 16 open-source
software projects with 10 existing baseline approaches for
within- and cross-project scenarios, our results show that our
GPT2SP approach (1) is 34%-57%more accurate than existing
baseline approaches for within-project estimations; (2) is 39%-
49% more accurate than existing baseline approaches for
cross-project estimations. The ablation study also shows that
the GPT-2 architecture used in our approach substantially
improves Deep-SE by 6%-47%, highlighting the significant
advancement of the AI for Agile story point estimation.
Finally, our survey study with 16 Agile practitioners shows
that AI-based story point estimation with explanations is
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perceived as more useful and trustworthy than without
explanations. In addition, we find that 69% of the respondents
consider adopting AI-based Agile Story Point Estimations if
they are integrated into modern software development tools
(e.g., JIRA), highlighting the practical need of our Explainable
AI-based story point estimation approach.
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